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n a day when everyone is on the move within an industry that’s on fire it’s tough
to select a few individuals as hottest. Each of the individuals featured this
year has certainly demonstrated a powerful presence and are well-respected
for the strengths and knowledge that they have brought to the industry and
the renovations that have been left behind in their tracks. Yet what is most
notable as they share their story is an unassuming attitude of all that they have
accomplished. Perhaps the hottest individuals are ones that don’t even know
the power and influence they command. Meet Who’s Hot in 2018.
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Fly Higher
W

hen Brian Carson, CDT, was young and
working in his father’s lab, he thought that
he would never have a career in a dental
laboratory. His dad tried to groom him but Carson
wanted nothing to do with it. A young boy with big
aspirations, he completed a community service project
at the local fire station and knew that was the right
path for him. He joined the volunteer fire department
at age 15, attended the National Fire Academy in
Maryland, furthered his education in fire service and
public management and practiced as a paramedic.
Carson was a firefighter for nine years and served as
a fire marshal doing emergency management work for
the county. This challenging career also brought with
it high stress.
“I got burnt out with emergency services,” said
Carson. “I didn’t have much of a life either. During
this time I worked part-time at the bench at my dad’s
lab and found that it brought me solace. When I did
lab work I was able to be artistic and it was therapeutic
working with my hands. I began to see opportunities
and went to work with my dad.”
At first, his aspiration was to be a ceramist. Some
good foresight and an innate desire to change people’s
thought process changed his course. Although
the ADA predicted that there wouldn’t be a need
for removeables in the future, Carson’s dad knew
differently.
Carson said, “I was dressing a three unit bridge
in 1999 and my dad came in and said, ‘We have to start
doing removable work. People like me are graying out
and there’s not going to be a lot of technicians that have
the opportunity to do this.’ I thought he was crazy and
dismissed it. But then I was doing a denture set-up and
it was slick-back pink with chicklet piano teeth…..it
reminded me of novelty clacker teeth. And I thought,
as a ceramist you are taught to make a tooth look like a
tooth. Veneering brings back a smile through design.
Why aren’t we doing that within removeables?”
Turns out it was harder than it looked. Carson
took on a case to set up and three days later still
hadn’t figured it out. Frustrated, he started to get more
information and go to classes and realized removeables
work was pretty complicated. It was during this time
that he was following Robert Kreyer, CDT, and after

Brian Carson, CDT

Signature Dental Studio • Fayetteville, N.C.
Why do you most like working in dental laboratory technology?
I most enjoy the creative aspect and bringing back the character of the patient. I
like to look at pictures of where they used to be, listen to where they want to go
and help to bring back their personality through their smile. That’s what keeps me
going every day.

Who has had the most influence on your career?
My father, Ned Carson, CDT. He’s been a CDT for almost 45 years and I grew up
in his lab. Others include Wanda Hincher, executive director of the North Carolina
Dental Laboratory Association and my mentors Robert Kreyer, CDT and the late
Russell DeVreugd. Robert is one of the reasons why I started doing the work I do
and Russell opened my eyes to the smile and character of a patient.

Where do you see yourself in five years?
I’m constantly learning and reaching to grow and each year strive to become a
better technician and better business owner.

Do you have any industry trend predictions?
Some may scoff but I have spoken with people around the globe and printing
is going to be a huge game changer within removeables. It already is. I’m
experiencing printing with a denture case right now.
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I want my work
to demonstrate
a higher thought
process with
multiple shapes
and shades.

seeing the high-quality work he was amazed at the
natural look and fit and knew he had to be a part of it.
“Other than losing a limb, being edentulous has
to be one of the worst things ever,” said Carson. “It has
a horrible effect on eating, nutrition and the psyche.
I study patient’s older photos of when they had teeth
and when I can communicate that look back into
their face, it’s awesome to see. I enjoy what I do and
also getting other technicians excited and inspired
about the opportunities in the field.”
Carson recollects his experience of being truly
inspired by a peer in the industry. He was active in the
North Carolina Dental Laboratory Association and
Russell DeVreugd attended one of their shows. He
had seen DeVreugd on chat boards — he was a fixed
guy – and after hearing that DeVreugd needed a ride
to the airport he offered to help out. It was during this
ride he learned that DeVreugd was looking to move
to North Carolina and so Carson volunteered bench
space at his lab in Raleigh until DeVreugd could
figure out his next step. The friendship grew from
there. Choking up just speaking about him, Carson
still feels the pain of DeVreugd’s recent passing.
“I was very blessed to spend time with him,”
Carson said. “We had two different disciplines but he
taught me that the same process of what you make
of your craft applies to both sides of the fence. He
encouraged me to watch Jonathan Livingston Seagull,
a movie based on a book written by Richard Bach. The
one scene has seagulls fighting in a landfill for scraps.
One seagull, Jonathan, is watching from a distance.
The other seagulls joked that he was just another
seagull and should get back down to the landfill but
Jonathan knew that he really wanted to fly high, and
fly fast. The moral of the story is to not worry about
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what everyone else is doing or complaining about. If
you fly higher you will be in a different altitude. After
watching that I understood where I wanted to go in
life and in my craft and no longer paid attention to
what others said; I did what I wanted to do.”
When asked why he thought he was nominated
to be Who’s Hot in 2018, Carson let out a loud laugh.
He said with a sense of wonder, ‘I have no clue why I
was chosen for this.’ It is that exact element of quiet
humility that makes Carson shine.
He said, “Every day I look at what I do and say,
‘I sucked yesterday I’ll do better today.’ In everything
I do, I want to create something that doesn’t look like
a denture. I want my work to demonstrate a higher
thought process with multiple shapes and shades. I
don’t want my work to be detectable. I can’t answer
what I will end up doing in the future. But I know even
if I won the lottery I would still get up in the morning
and go set teeth.”
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On the Move

I see what I can make
and how it can affect
a patient’s life.

W

hen Dan Elfring, Master CDT, TE, arrives
at work at 6 a.m., he can’t wait to start the
day. He counts his blessings that he loves
his job and has felt this way since being introduced to
the industry.
He grew up in the little town of Glasgow, Mont.
Lacking a lot of options for his future, a friend’s dad
talked him into joining the Air Force and after taking
the battery of tests, he qualified to be a dental laboratory
technician. It didn’t take long for him to fall in love with
the work. After training, he was sent to a small base in
Germany and received valuable on-the-job training.
After returning to the U.S., he bounced around several
states before landing in Arizona where he worked with
Dr. John Zurasky.
“Zurasky was a prosthodontist fresh out of training
and he wanted to do everything right,” said Elfring. “He
taught me so much about dental materials and science.
After Arizona, I returned to Germany and worked in
one of the largest labs in Europe. Now that was another
eye-opener to see the vast variety of cases and it was here
that my interest in partial dentures and orthodontics was
piqued. I even got to tour the VITA factory. Next up was
the David Grant USAF Medical Center in California,
which was my best Air Force assignment because it’s
where I got involved in dental implants.”
Elfring was put at the right place at the right
time as they were in the process of developing an
implant research protocol. Between 1993-1996 he had
the opportunity to work with an oral surgeon and
prosthodontist to oversee the burgeoning research trials
of implant placement on pigs and the impact of radiation
and hyperbarics on osseointegration. He also became
engrossed in maxillofacial prosthetics after a training
course at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas. During
his time at California, he was recognized as Air Force
Dental Senior NCO of the Year, which escalated his
promotion as a dental clinic superintendent in Alaska.
Elfring said, “When I got to Anchorage they were
building a brand new medical facility and dental clinic
and I got to be involved with the design and material
selection. It was exciting building the facility and
living in Alaska. I was there for over five years before
being promoted to Chief Master Sergeant and being
re-assigned to Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado as
Space Command Dental Manager.”

Dan Elfring, Master CDT, TE
Pickle Prosthodontics • Colorado Springs, Colo.
Why do you most like working in dental laboratory technology?
I’m the type of person who loves working with my hands. When I can make a
product and see how rewarding it is to the patient it’s very self-gratifying.

Who has had the most influence on your career?
By far, my wife of 32 years, Melissa. She supported me whole-heartedly in the
military and in my pursuit of education and certifications.

Where do you see yourself in five years?
I’ll still be passionate about this job. I’m a new member of DTG and that opened
me up to a whole new world of passionate people and I want to participate more
in that group. Basically, I want to be doing the same thing, but hopefully even
better.

Do you have any industry trend predictions?
I am keeping my eye on the digital denture arena since that relates to me
closely. Automation will continue to expand and grow, but people who educate
themselves will always be in demand. Automation can’t make decisions.
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When in Alaska, Elfring stepped
away from the bench and focused on the
administrative and management side of the
lab and that carried over to his placement in
Colorado. It seemed though that no matter
what side of the lab he was immersed in, he
always found the positive outcomes.
He said, “I’m the type of person
that loves to learn and grow into what
I’m placed into. Throughout my military
career, I always felt as though there was
something new and exciting around the
corner waiting for me at the next move.
Things don’t change a lot if you stay in
one environment. Supervisors put you
in positions of authority because they see
potential. You don’t have a choice; you just
do what you are supposed to do. I enjoyed
every new facet and just kept moving;
I never had the time to stop and think
whether I really liked it.”
After spending four years at Peterson,
Elfring and his wife and children decided
that it was the right time to settle down.
After 28 years in the military, Elfring retired
in 2006. Retirement, however, wasn’t a term
that he was ready to accept.
“Because I hadn’t done lab work in 10
years I didn’t know what I wanted to do,”
Elfring said. “After an unsatisfying stint
working in mental health compliance, I
ran into another retired technician. He said
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that Todd Pickle, DDS, MS, FACP, PC of
Pickle Prosthodontics was looking for an
in-house technician and recommended I
reach out. Within a few days I got the job
and I’ve loved it ever since.”
Elfring told Dr. Pickle that he hadn’t
worked a lot with dentures; but he was
willing to be trained. Pickle Prosthodontics
also had a lot of implant work and Elfring
admits he was nervous to go chairside.
He started attending courses and training
with the best technicians he could find and
quickly realized all that he didn’t know.
He used his personal vacation days and
weekends to attend courses and ended up
being exposed to the Dental Technicians
Guild (DTG) as part of his quest to be the
best technician he could be.
When Elfring first learned about
DTG, he didn’t think it was the right group
for him. When he heard, however, that
Richard Greenlees, a denturist from New
Zealand, was going to be speaking at the
DTG symposium he knew he couldn’t miss
it. Needless to say Elfring was blown away
not only by Greenlees, but by the meeting
attendees.
“DTG is a family that’s passionate
about hand-crafted work," said Elfring.
"It's like-minded people sharing, growing
and helping each other. When I was in the
Air Force I thought the work we did was
the best because we could take the time to
do things well, and we frowned on civilian
labs. Now when I see the work that’s being
done, mostly through social media posts, it
motivates me. Lee Mullins out of the U.K.
can take a pink denture and make it look
exactly like tissue. That’s the level I want to

be at; I don’t want to just set white teeth with
pink acrylic, polish it up and send it out. I’m
mechanically-inclined and I’m inspired to
work on my artistic expression.”
He has also discovered a renewed passion since working directly with patients.
He said, “I see what I can make and
how it can affect a patient’s life and it touches
my heart and makes me want to learn more
so I can do a better job on the next case. Dr.
Pickle works with a lot of cancer patients
and some present challenges that are tough
to overcome. I once did a denture case for a
six-year-old boy who suffered from a disease
that stunted tooth growth. We wanted it
for his first day of first grade and worked
day and night to get it done. When I can
help a patient swallow, eat, and breathe, it’s
incredibly self-gratifying.”
Even though Elfring has achieved a
plethora of achievements throughout his
career, including CDT of the Year in 2015,
his unassuming attitude permeates every
aspect of his interactions. He repeatedly
references his gratitude for the support he
has received from his wife and Dr. Pickle.
When asked, ‘What quality do you have that
has gotten you to where you are at?’ he takes
a deliberate pause and slowly responds with
a sense of wonder.
“I just enjoy what I do," he said. "I'm
passionate. I’m very blessed. Although
success has come my way I don’t think I
deserve a lot of it as I know much better
technicians. I keep doing what I’m doing
because it seems to be working; I don’t do
anything for recognition and I will continue
to give back as I have been given to. And I’ll
continue to do it until it’s no longer fun.”
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Whirlwind of Change
L

onni Thompson grew up one of four girls
in a small town outside of Columbus,
Ohio. Her father encouraged all of the
girls to support themselves by working in the
healthcare field and in fact he was the one to
initially discover the dental technology program
at Columbus Technical Institute. It was a perfect
fit for her artistic leanings. After starting the
program, however, Thompson felt like she was
taking a step back.
“School was terrible at first,” said Thompson.
“There were very few women, a lot of older guys
and to make it worse I looked 12-years-old at the
time. By my second year I started catching on
and enjoying what I was doing. Then I got a job
at The Ohio State University which enabled me to
get my degree in science while working through
all the lab departments. Funny story — When I
was an intern the crown and bridge department
was being built at the college. I heard people
complaining about casting, no one wanted to do
it. So I said, ‘Shoot, I’ll do it.’ I got it done and
the boss said that girl’s got guts and that’s how I
landed that job.”
Thompson recognizes the value she
obtained from this position. Not only did
she learn the entire lab process but she made
connections with multiple dentists and ended up
partnering with three of them to open a business
in 1979. Eight years later she bought them out and
remains sole owner of Image Gallery to this day.
In 2001 she moved the lab to Dublin where there
are several dentists, a periodontist, endodontist
and orthodontist in the medical complex. It was
a great business decision as she can seat many
cases and consult on many levels. Thompson
maintains a seven-person lab as it’s large enough
to make money and afford new technology but
small enough to control the quality. Finding those
employees presented its own challenge.
“It was very difficult to find qualified people,”
said Thompson. “At first I recruited employees
from the dental school. Then people ended up
leaving and opening their own labs. My next
step was the Columbus College of Art & Design.
Some there thought it was beneath them and

Lonni J. Thompson, CDT
Image Gallery • Dublin, Ohio

Why do you most like working in dental laboratory technology?
I like it because of the constant change. Change is the only thing you can count on in this world
and it’s exciting.

Who has had the most influence on your career?
I’ve worked with some amazing dentists. In 1974 I was chosen from my dental technology program
to continue my education at The Ohio State University. I ended up partnering with three dentists
and we opened up our own lab of which I eventually purchased. Also early on in my career Samuel
E. Smiley, DDS, FAGD, was a dentist that appreciated my high-end work and was willing to pay
me to come to his office to consult with patients and help seat crowns. Actually seeing the work in
the mouth helped fine-tune my skills. He was always supportive and made sure the lab was part
of the process.

Where do you see yourself in five years?
I have been in the business for 45 years. I still plan on working at least seven more – but I plan
on another career after this one. I’m also working with my staff on buying the business and I will
continue to help them in that capacity.

Do you have any industry trend predictions?
I believe that in the near future all laboratories in every state will have some kind of registration. As
president of Ohio Dental Laboratory Association (ODLA) I have made it my mission that our bill will
be passed in 2018. This is my second time around as President of ODLA and I have always believed
that making dental prosthesis should have some regulations as this is a product that allows people
better health. The Ohio Dental Association is fighting us on this issue but will not give us a good
reason for opposing our bill.The mission of the Ohio Dental Association is to improve oral health and
strengthen dentistry in Ohio by providing resources to advance the dental profession, improving
dental team skills, and increasing public and professional oral health knowledge. Opposing our
legislation is counterproductive to their mission. In moving forward with our bill, ODLA, with the
help of NADL, has hired a lobbyist John Singleton with Government Advantage Group. He has put
me in front of Senators and House Representatives to explain our bill, and we now have bi-partisan
sponsors in both houses. We have campaigned to our ODLA members to write letters to the Ohio
Congress to make sure they understand the importance of this legislation. I also am working with
the news media that found by accident a basement laboratory that was so disgusting and dirty that
no dental products should be fabricated from the space. So they want to work with us because they
have seen firsthand why this is important to dental patients. It is time for us to take control of our
own future and stop being “The Step Child” of the dental team. Hopefully after Ohio gets our bill
passed it will give other states the courage to move forward with their own legislation. In order for
this to benefit our profession we need all states to become registered.
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I had to build that
reputation and I have
to maintain it by
always staying ahead
of the curve.

only wanted to focus on art. But I found a niche with
people that wanted a solid career with art on the side.
Also, while I’ve always loved change, I discovered the
hard way that many people don’t embrace change
but rather fear it. Now I encourage and train my
employees to deal with change together. They realize
that when things change you have to change with
them in order to keep the business growing.”
While Thompson is willing to do whatever
it takes to make a good smile that is esthetic and
durable, she knows she can’t do it alone. She
encourages employees to be better than her and to
see the whole picture and how the pieces work. As
a result of this philosophy she has seen increased
employee longevity and satisfaction. She is currently
assembling a plan for employees that are interested in
purchasing the business. Thompson recognizes that
the lab is her retirement and wants to ensure that her
legacy can carry on through them versus a lab merger.
While she is proud of all that she worked so hard for,
it didn’t come without a cost.
“I had to be better than the males in order to
succeed," she said. "I had to work three times harder.
It’s different for me now because I’ve established
myself so I don’t believe people look at me as a man
or a woman, but rather a person who does good
work. But I had to build that reputation and I have
to maintain it by always staying ahead of the curve.”
When asked why she thought she was nominated
to be Who’s Hot in 2018, Thompson reflected back.
She never married or had children but her business
was her baby. She ruminated that she never wanted
to be the biggest; she just wanted to be the best. And
she has indeed experienced a very full and satisfying
existence with her business, her international travel,
art collection and community service involvement.
“I’m high energy and it’s important for me to keep
the world happy. I always wanted to be fair and give
back to the community and my employees. At the end
of the day it’s about treating people the way you want
to be treated. It’s not that difficult. I had big dreams
growing up about becoming a multi-millionaire. I’ve
done well and I’ve proud of where I am but money
isn’t everything. Having a happy life, being around
friends and giving back are a lot more important than
screwing someone over to get something. It isn’t who
I am. I care.”
Thompson laughed and said something most of
those in the industry can relate to. “The problem is
actually I care too much about everything — which is
probably why I don’t sleep at night!”
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Partner for Success
A

lexander Wuensche, CDT, grew up
in Germany and was practically
raised in his family’s dental office
and laboratory. His entire family was involved
in the dental industry and there wasn’t ever a
question of what he would do when he grew
up. He knew the creativity and engineering
aspect of dental technology appealed to him.
“Education is completely different in
Germany,” said Wuensche. “I completed
a four-year dental technology curriculum
which consisted of a rotation of theory and
applied knowledge. Four weeks were spent
in the classroom then another four weeks in
the dental laboratory. When I worked with
my family, my father and uncle were sure
not to give me any advantages over the other
team members. I’m actually thankful for that
because it helped mold me and provided
discipline.”
Over the next few years Wuensche
expanded his experience by working at several
dental laboratories before opening his own
high-end dental studio for private doctors. He
traveled to the U.S. for many vacations and
had a dream to one day make it his home. He
seized an opportunity to move to the U.S. in
2009 as production manager at Zahntechnique
in Miami, Fla. At that time, Klaus Lampmann,
CDT, the owner, was looking to retire and
Wuensche slowly took over production and
became the person behind and in front of the
business. Wuensche and his wife Danielle were
presented with the opportunity to purchase
Zahntechnique in 2014.
The Zahntechnique team has evolved
since they assumed ownership. The employee
expectations are set high; when Wuensche
was trained he learned all specialties of dental
technology and he expects his employees to
possess a functional knowledge of all areas as
well. For this, every new team member starts
in the model room to have an understanding
of the way cases are mounted and set-up for
restorations to be fabricated. He believes

The First Couple Ever Recognized In Who’s Hot

Alexander Christian Wuensche, CDT
and

Danielle Wuensche
Zahntechnique Inc • Miami, Fla.
Why do you most like working in dental laboratory technology?
A– Dental technology is an artistic and creative field, but at the same
time it has an engineering perspective. When it comes to working with
implants and fabricating full mouth reconstructions for patients, it’s
extremely rewarding helping patients regain their quality of life.
D– I love the personal aspect of this industry. I love meeting patients and
hearing their stories and journeys. When we follow up after treatment we
can see how our work truly affected each person.

Who has had the most influence on your career?
A– My first professional influence was my grandfather who was a dental
technician and a dentist in Germany. Later in life, when I moved to the U.S.
in 2009, I met Klaus Lampmann, CDT, who was the previous owner and
founder of Zahntechnique. He truly inspired me with his vast knowledge
in designing complex implant restorations. I would also say my wife has
been very influential in my professional path, as she’s provided endless
motivation and inspiration. I don’t think I could do it without her.
D– My mother, who is a true entrepreneur. She emigrated from Jamaica to
the U.S. in the 70’s, put herself through cosmetology school, and opened
up her own salon which operated for over twenty-five years. When I had
the opportunity to purchase the laboratory, it was scary to think about
leaving my career. My mother helped me see that this decision was a
tremendous opportunity that I had to take.

Where do you see yourselves in five years?
We are looking to expand our presence and currently believe we are on
the right path to accomplishing this goal. We will continue to pursue
it with the implementation of new marketing tactics as well as other
strategies.

Do you have any industry trend predictions?
A– I see the industry continuing to change at an even faster pace than
it has been, and that may or may not be a positive thing depending
on who you ask right now. Obviously, innovations in material science,
digital technologies, and just new restorative techniques will continue.
However, greater market consolidation will allow larger laboratories to
take advantage of economy of scale and place heavy price pressure on
smaller laboratories. I see more institutions putting the sole emphasis
on driving profits and placing the quality of care on the back-burner.
This strengthens the need for high-quality laboratories because patients
are living longer and resulting in more challenges cases as they present
with a mixture of restorations completed over many years with various
treatment partners.
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this makes for a stronger team when they
clearly see how their particular function
can affect their other team members and
ultimately, the case.
While Wuensche is also a strong
proponent of adopting technology in
laboratory workflows, he strongly believes
dental technicians must first have a sound
foundation of the conventional processes.
He said, “When people say, ‘I only
glaze’ — that doesn’t work for me. We
aren’t an assembly line making widgets.
We encourage our team members to spend
time on every case to ensure the result
looks like something that is God-given, not
mass-produced.”
Danielle Wuensche let loose an
infectious laugh when sharing that her
background was nothing like her husband’s.
She grew up in Allentown, Pa., and after
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college was recruited to Palm Beach
Garden, Fla. to work as a product manager
for a dental implant manufacturer. She
spent the next several years managing the
life cycle of dental products. It was around
that time she met Alex at a dental meeting
and described it as love at first sight.
“I wasn’t planning on attending that
meeting,” said Danielle. “It was a lastminute decision to support a friend and go
for the food and wine instead of going to
the gym. Alex and I started talking and a
first date led to a walk down the aisle.”
Danielle and Alex actually got
married, bought the lab, and moved
locations all within a few months. Needless
to say it was a sleepless and stressful time
for everyone. It was initially tough for her
to consider giving up the corporate position
that she had worked so hard to obtain for
the unknown of being a business owner.
She decided that she had to take that leap
of faith because she believed in Alex and
his skills as a dental technician.
“It’s such a great opportunity to work
together; I wouldn’t change a thing,” said
Danielle. “We just needed to approach it in
the right way and stay in our own lanes. It’s
on me to ensure that a case goes out on-time,
in-full, with our pristine packaging and
accurate billing and I trust Alex to deliver
on the client expectation as it relates to the
fabrication of the case. We respect each
other’s areas of responsibility. My biggest
challenge is that I must wear a lot of hats,
from HR to marketing collateral design
and dissemination to payroll, and I wasn’t
used to that. In my previous positions, we
had fully staffed departments to complete
the tasks that I now am responsible for in
our business.”
Danielle recognized that purchasing
the laboratory was a significant change, not
only for her, but for employees and clients.
She believes that her and Alex’s emphasis
on elevating the client experience has
transformed the lab. While Alex has been
with Zahntechnique since 2009, Danielle
has only been there full-time since 2015
and has definitely leveraged her own
strengths in a short period of time. She was
the driving force in reinventing their brand.

She said, “There were key areas
I identified and wanted to change. I
immediately looked for a new facility. The
“Zahntechnique 2.0” now echoes what we
are about — European design with clean
lines and precision. I also redesigned our
packaging with our new brand design of
white and lime green. I used to refer to
our previous case delivery packaging as an
airline motion sickness bag. Now when our
clients see that lime green package coming
in their practice, they know it’s from us. I
took for granted the corporate branding
structure — I think a lot of laboratories
just go online and find a white or brown
box, which is functional, but then it all
looks the same. The attention is worth the
investment.”
As Alex and Danielle casually volleyed
back and forth in conversation it was
obvious that there was a deep connection
and commitment not only to each other,
but to their business and their future. It’s
this staunch support that has gotten them
to this point and will continue to propel
them to a successful future.
Danielle said, “I was surprised to
be picked for Who’s Hot as I’m not a
dental technician. It’s really humbling and
exciting; I’m not just the wife of the guy
at the dental meetings. I do bring value to
the table. Really though, I am just super
impressed with my husband and what he
does. It’s awesome to be together, support
each other for mutual goals and share
what we are doing inside the walls of our
operation. At the end of the day it’s about
the patient and we are never losing site of
that.”
Alex was also surprised.
He said, “it’s amazing that we were
both nominated. Before I met Danielle I
could have never imagined working with
my wife. But it’s the best experience ever;
she helps my success and I can’t do it
without her. I think people appreciate what
we are doing and sharing with others, just
based on the response that I’m getting from
those in the industry. We aren’t merely
making crowns or bridges; we’re recreating
teeth — which speaks to our quality and
passion.”

Building the Future of Dental Technology

We Honor Your Commitment

T

he Foundation for Dental Laboratory Technology was launched in December 2008 to provide a
mechanism for individuals and organizations to support dental laboratory technology education and
advancement of the dental technician profession.

To date, the Foundation has awarded over $90,000.00 in
scholarships to dental technicians striving to obtain their CDT
designation. The Foundation has also awarded over $150,000.00
in grants to dental technology schools to assist them with funding,
innovation in teaching methodology, technology enhancement
and upgrading access to relevant course training materials.
Over 500 individual Certified Dental Technicians, over 700 dental
laboratories and countless manufacturers, suppliers and speakers
routinely support the Foundation.

We would like to take the opportunity to recognize the key contributors
that since 2014 have gone above and beyond in their support of the
Foundation.
As of 10/31/2017, these individuals and companies have provided direct
cash contributions and/or in kind services. The levels reflected are
amounts received. Many of these individuals and companies (dental
laboratories and suppliers) have renewed multi-year pledges to far
exceed their current contribution levels.

$100K in Support and Above:

$50K in Support and Above:

$20K in Support and Above:
Mark
Murphy,
DDS
(In Kind)

(pledged $100,000)

(In Kind)

$10K Support and Above:
• Artistic Dental Laboratories, Inc., CDL, DAMAS

$5K Support and Above:

• Aspen Dental

• Barbara Warner Wojdan, CDT,
AAACD, Personal

• B&D Dental Technologies (In Kind)

• B&D Dental Technologies (In Kind)

• Burdette Dental Laboratory, Inc., CDL
(pledged $20,000)

• BEGO USA, Inc.

• CMR Dental Lab (In Kind)

• Dimension Dental Design

• Friendship Dental Laboratory, Inc., CDL

• Killian Dental Ceramics, Inc., CDL

• Glidewell Laboratories, CDL

• Myerson Tooth Corporation
(In Kind)

• IDT/ Aegis Communications

• Dana Cohen, CDT (In Kind)

• Protea Dental Studio, Inc., DAMAS

• Nakanishi Dental Laboratory, Inc.,
CDL, DAMAS

• Restorative Arts Dental Lab, CDL

• PREAT Corporation

• Spear Education (In-Kind)

• Sterngold Dental, LLC (pledged
$10,000)

• LMT Communications, Inc.

• TCS, Inc. (In Kind)
• The Dawson Academy
• The Lab 2000, Inc., CDL (pledged $15,000)
• Treasure Dental Studio, CDL (pledged $15,000)
• United Dental Labs, Inc., CDL
• Whip Mix

• Thayer Dental Laboratory, CDL
• Triad Dental Studios, Inc., CDL,
DAMAS

$1K Support and Above:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ahwatukee Dental Laboratory, Inc.
Albensi Laboratories
American Dental Supply, Inc.
Anthony Circelli, Personal
Apex Dental Laboratory Group (pledged
$10,000)
Arrowhead Dental Laboratory
Atlantic Precious Metal Refining
Bennett Napier, CAE
Binh Nguyen, CDT
Charles McClemens, CDT, TE
Chmel Dental Laboratory, Inc.
Chris Holden, personal
Custom Automated Prosthetics (In Kind)
David L. Brown, personal
Denise Burris, CDT
Dental Pro, LLC
Dickerman Dental Prosthetics, CDL
Distinctive Dental Studio, CDL
Donald Peake, Jr., CDT
ETI Digital Technology
Evident, Inc.
Florida Dental Laboratory Association
GC America, Inc.
Greater Cincinnati Dental Lab
Harmeet Bindra

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(pledged $40,000)
Harold Burdette, Jr., CDT, personal
Image Gallery, CDL
IMILLING
Inman Orthodontic Laboratories, CDL
(pledged $2,500)
iTero
Jackson Fairmont Dental Laboratory,
DAMAS
Keating Dental Arts, CDL
Majestic Dental Arts, Inc., CDL
Mayclin Dental Studio, Inc.
Nick Azzara
Norman Weinstock, Personal
Partners in Association Management, Inc.
Puche Dental Laboratory
Quintessence Publishing Co, Inc.
Ragle Dental Laboratory, Inc., CDL
R-Dent Dental Laboratory, Inc.
Rita Acquafredda
Robert “Bob” Savage
Roland DGA
Safelink Consulting, Inc.
Solvay Healthcare
Sun Dental Labs
Sung Joon Kim, CDT
Touchstone Dental Lab
Utah Valley Dental Lab, Inc., CDL
Warren Rogers, Personal

The Foundation for Dental Laboratory Technology
325 John Knox Rd Ste L103, Tallahassee, FL 32303 | (866) 627-3990 | www.dentallabfoundation.org
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Truth be Told
A

s you can imagine, for a child bestowed a
very Hispanic-sounding name immigrating
to Long Island during a time of racial
tension in the 1960’s, all he wanted was to fit in. His
fate, however, dictated otherwise.
After struggling to escape under the dictatorship
of Castro, his family landed in Freeport, N.Y. when
he was four years old. Although he grew up with
little money, his parents never ceased to provide
and assimilate the family into U.S. society. He
gravitated toward dentistry at an early age because of
a childhood friend.
As the first member of his family to attend college, staying focused was a challenge during his second
year at C.W. Post Center of Long Island University.
He buckled down, graduated, and was accepted as a
Master’s candidate in the Department of Physiology
at Emory University where he had planned to continue onto dental school. Plan A went out the window
when Emory Dental School was closed. Plan B took
form after meeting his future-wife Leslie, who was
finishing up her undergrad at Emory and already had
a position in Champaign, Ill. He followed her there,
and after scoring very well on the DAT’s, he had a lot
more options for dental school.
They were both accepted at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, he in dentistry, and
she for a Ph.D in Neuroscience. Unlike most, he
loved his dental school experience, though struggled
with occlusion. He jokes, ‘I did so well that Dr.
Murray asked me to repeat the class.’ He found his
way through occlusion, and later completed all the
continuums at the L.D. Pankey Institute and became
a Pankey Scholar. The dental school instructors were
tough back in the day; everyone didn’t get a trophy.
He said, “I was told it wasn’t good enough and
I had to do better. I did, and occlusion is now the
cornerstone of my practice and dental philosophy.”
Zapatero ended up moving to Virginia to work
at his father-in-law’s dental practice and stayed there
for two and a half years. During this time he learned
the behavioral and relationship aspect of dentistry
and developed a deep appreciation of lab work and
the team approach to restorative dentistry. He always
knew, however, that he would eventually do his own
thing.

Dag Zapatero, DDS
Starfish Dental • Virginia Beach, Va.

Why do you most like working with dental laboratory technology?
The technology is incredible. I can push a button and a radiograph instantaneously appears,
with little to no patient radiation exposure, onto a computer screen. Technology is simplifying
processes and creating efficiencies in the way dental technician, Rick Winegardner, CDT and
I work. However, I still get a great thrill seeing the margins I prepared captured on the dental
impression. My prepared margins have become a sense of pride; digital impressions do not
give me that same satisfaction. Machines will never replace the wisdom found in people,
and aren’t good at gaining an understanding of a patient’s wants, needs, or desires. They just
produce what they have been programed to do.

Who has had the most influence on your career?
My parents and grandparents. Both of my grandfathers left Spain after WWI and made their
way to Cuba at the ages of 17. Both became successful businessmen, until the Communist
Revolution took everything away. The need for opportunity and the desire to create success
runs deep in my family. My grandmother made deal with a Castro brother to gain safe
passage for 13 family members out of Cuba so that the next generation would have a chance
at opportunity. I think about the courage my grandfathers, my grandmother, and my parents
possessed in order to give my brother and I a chance at success. They are my heroes.

Where do you see yourself in five years?
I am an adjunct faculty member at my alma mater, University of North Carolina. I experience
great joy interacting with the brightest students anywhere. I have been on a mission to share
my knowledge of occlusion and to push them to excel. We have to make it OK for students
to make mistakes in order to facilitate learning. If you just color within the box you will never
grow as a person or practitioner. I love for students to have that same appreciation while
pursuing excellence. Sometimes it feels like teaching is where I would like to be, but then
I’d have to leave my practice and I’m not ready for that, so for now teaching is my mistress.

Do you have any industry trend predictions?
Many factors are converging on dentistry. The cost of a dental education places a heavy
burden on students and their families. Dental management organizations are not going
away. They are in a much better position to purchase dental offices, due to the high student
debt young dentists are carrying. The evolution of dentists going from being practice owners
to being an employee is profound and is having unintended consequences. Our profession
must continue to place the best interest of the patient before ours in order to remain a
most trusted professional. Secondly, the decreasing dental technology workforce and the
increased volume of work going off-shore is a huge concern for dentistry. I have pushed for
point of origin and patient contact material disclosure in Virginia and have failed to this point
to get it into legislation although it is part of administrative rule. We know where our cars,
electronics, and building supplies are manufactured, yet no such acknowledgment is required
for dentistry placed in a patient’s mouth. Patients don’t have a clue that their work is being
made offshore. Disclosure and consent should be required.
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“I met Dr. Ernest Duvall who was
looking to retire and it felt right,” said
Zapatero. “It wasn’t the prettiest or biggest
office but he was a good doctor who cared
for his patients. After the purchase I quickly
learned about people and the culture shock
experienced when a new dentist comes in. I
brought the office into the new era, including
getting rid of the adult reading materials
much to the chagrin of some patients.”
Since then he moved from 700 sq
ft space to a more spacious 2,100 sq ft but
still chooses to be a solo practitioner in a
four operatory practice with two hygienists,
one assistant and one front desk person.
He described his team as a very happy and
productive family. He even closes the office
for a week six times per year to enable his
staff to enjoy paid time off with their family.
His staff has remained consistent with little
turnover but it doesn’t stop Zapatero from
introducing technological change and
modernization. While he has always been
willing to try new technology, he approaches
change with a conservative mindset and a
continued appreciation of what has been
proven to work in the past.
“I still like a traditional PFM for a
majority of my restorative cases,” said
Zapatero. “New materials are being presented
because the last new material failed. I am not
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trying to sound like an old fuddy duddy,
it’s just experience talking. I used to send
impressions to Switzerland to have my
early Procera crowns fabricated. I don’t feel
there is enough long-term data to illustrate
a new material will be more successful
than PFMs. Technology companies, not
people, are driving this movement to
advance the materials revolution. It’s still
hard to compete with gold crowns or an
inlay that has been in service for 50 or 60
years. We need to be conscious about what
technology we are employing. We need to
preserve retention and resistance form and
stop depending on adhesive dentistry to
bail us out.”
He and dental technician of twentyfive years, Rick Winegardner, CDT, are both
committed to excellence.
He said, “Winegardner is a very
skilled technician. We both dislike redo’s or
failed cases, but we both expect successful
treatment for our patients. Laboratory
technicians are invisible to the public and
that’s not ok. People need to know these
are American jobs that are worth saving.
Labor is shifting overseas; regardless of the
money going overseas, so is the intellectual
knowledge. One of my friends has an old car
and a young kid sat in the passenger’s seat,
looked around and said, ‘How do I open the

window?’ We have forgotten the basics of
how things are done. Dental technology is
becoming a lost art in America.”
Zapatero has certainly come a long
way from being the child that traded his
homemade lunches for cafeteria food in
an effort to quietly blend in. A prominent
reason he’s part of Who’s Hot is because he
isn’t scared to say how he feels. He’s vocal
about what matters and is adamant in
his support of laboratory and technician
registration, material disclosure and point
of origin.
He said, “Why can you buy a TV and
know where it came from but not a crown?
Everyone is just waiting for a smoking
gun before changing the law. But why
are we waiting for something horrible to
happen. It’s not ethical. Once the public is
informed, they will demand more choices.
Like the organic food movement, people
don’t even know why they want it; they just
want it because they think it’s better for
their health. If every technician, or person
in the dental field, posted on social media
directing friends to ask their dentist if their
crown was made in America it would start
a revolution. We all need to do better.”

